Abstract

Deployment covers all steps from receiving shipped components to getting the system live and operating the system in its operational context.
Deployment Workflow

- **installing**
  - configuration data
    - e.g. I/O lists
  - installation doc.

- **configuring**
  - configuration data
    - e.g. I/O lists
  - configuration doc.

- **commissioning**
  - customization data
    - e.g. doctrines, procedures
  - commissioning doc.

- **operating & maintaining**
  - operational data, e.g. mission, maps, weather
  - consumables, spare parts
  - operational system

- **physical**
- **logical**
- **application**

- shipped parts
- installed system
- configured system
- operational system

- pollution noise
- performance data
- recycling material

- systems engineering deployment and commissioning
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